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ABSTRACT 
Okinawa-jima of the Ryukyu Islands is geologically divided into three tectonic 
be1ts of rock-types in its exposed or subsurface pre-Miocene basement compl巴x，
south叩sterly，the inner Motobu， central Kunigami， and outer Shimajiri. These 
belts are defined respectivelyby the Hedo fault between the former two be1ts， and 
by the. Tengan fault between the latter two. The Motobu belt consists of a gently 
folded overthrust sheet of limestone and chert in association with the subordinate 
pyroclastics， greenstones， and shale， and yields Permian fusulinids from the lime-
stone and bedded manganese deposits and radiolarian remains from the chert. The 
Kunigami belt occupying the principal portion of the basement complex of the 
island consists of 1) a schistoze and phylli tic N ago Formation associa ted wi th 
greenstones and bedded cupriferous pyrite deposits， and 2) less metamorphosed， 
volcanIc-frεe， Flysch (turbidi tic) K乱yoFormation. The Nago Formation contains 
greenschist facies characterized by actinoli te-epidote-chlori te schist. The Kayo 
Formation near the type locality yields a supposedly fresh四 water green alga， 
Palaeodictyon majus Meneghini. The polymictic Attsu Conglomerate Lentil of the 
formation contains limestone cobbles resulting from the penecontemporaneous 
erosion and redeposition， which. preserve the late Mesozoic Torinosu Limestone 
flora (calcareous algae) and fauna (stromatoporoids and corals). The lentil at the 
type locality also contains a carbonaceous s巴amyielding plant remains both palyno-
logic and xylotomic， and also various ichnocoenose. The outermost Shimajiri belt 
is represented by younger (Miocene and Pliocene) sediments completely overlyng 
the basement complex deeply buried in the subsurface. 
* Part of this pap巴rwas read at the annual meeting of Hokuriku Branch， Geological Society of ]apan， 
held at Kanazawa on May 26， 1962. 
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The comparative geotectonics between southern Kyushu and the Ryukyus north 
of the Miyako Depression leads to the conclusion that the Hedo an'd Tengan 
tectonic lines in Okinawa are most probably comparable to the major tectonic 
lines of Kyushu in their tectonic position; the Butsuzo-Ohsakama-Ushinohama and 
Nobeoka-Shibisan Lines， respectively. Thus， the central Kunigami belt of Okinawa 
is traceable to the northern belt of the Shimanto t巴rrainin Kyushu， keeping a 
similar width (about 20 km) of exposure throughout the distance for almost 500 
km. The outer Shimajiri belt corresponds to the southern part of thεShimanto 
terrain in the same manner. The northern part of the Yaeyama Islands (Ishigaki 
and Iriomote) west of Miyako is named as Ishigaki belt and considered to represent 
the innermost metamorphosed Paleozoic belt (glaucophane schist facies) not exposed 
at Okinawa-jima. These zonal structures of the Ryukyu Islands were completed 
before Miocene， but the succeeding geohistory of the islands， especially that of 
the Miocene and Pliocene Epochs， was more or less control1ed by the zonal structure 
of the pre-Miocene basement complex. Certain Quaternary activities such as the 
Pleistocene reef回buildingand Recent (Holocene) volcanism seem to be independent 
from the zonal structure of the islands. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to call attention to the fact that the basement 
complex of Okinawa (Okinawa幽 jima) is mostly dated late Mesozoic and early 
Cenozoic (early Tertiary) instead of being exclusively Paleozoic. The geotectonic 
significance deduced from this new fact is also discussed in this paper. 
According to his comprehensive work， H旦nzawa (1935) dated the basem巴nt
complex underlying the partially Miocene (then Pliocene) and Pliocene Shimajiri 
Formatiol1 to be Paleozoic， probably Permian， a conclusion based on his genuine 
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discovery of and Verbeekina from Motobu Peninsula (Hanzawa， 
1933). Recent extensive field mapping by Flint， Saplis and Corwin (1959)， with 
assistance of other members of the U. S回 GeologicalSurvey， vindicated the occur調
rence of the similar Permian fusulinids from two other new localities; the w己stern










Text-figure 1 Index map of the Ryukyu Islands 
though probably c10se to the second one， of the Permian Neoschwagerinids was 
also found， in the course of the present study， at the northwest of Shiokawa. 
Non同 diagnosticcrinoid stems were found in the limestone bas巴mentof Ie-shima 
(MacNeil， 1960， p. 5). Furthermore， Flint and others made cle乱rthat the Permian 
beds containing the fusulinid-bearing limeston巴 ar巴 allthrust over the undated 
phyllitic metamorphic rocks (MacNeil， ibid.， p. 12). The thrust sheet is interpreted 
to have moved“outw且rd"directed from the NW. Because of this structural con悶
tact betwe巴nthe Permian crystalline limestone beds and the underlying metamor-
phosed rocks， thεage of the latter was not determined. The rocks east of the 
thrust have been divided into two units， the Nago and Kayo Formations. The 
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thirdphyllitic formation named Yonamine has been mapped to occur as windows 
within .the thrust sheet， to which the name of the Motobu Formation has been 
.given because of its extensive exposure at the Motobu Peninsula (stratigraphic 
nomenc1atures are after F1int and others， ibid.) 
The result of my study of the eastern coast of northern Okinawa in 1960 and 
1961， where the type section of the Kayo Formation crops out， indicates that the 
formation is dated， at the oldest， late Jurassic. So far， no Mesozoic rocks， except 
possrble igneous rocks， have been identified on theRyukyu Islanas (MacNeil， 
ibid.， p.5). 
KAYO FORMATION 
General Descrittion : 
電heKayo Formation (F1int and others， 1959) is primarily composed of sand-
stone， with a considerable amount of interbedded phyllitic c1ayslate， sandstone， and 
conglpmeratic sandstone and breccia. The Formation seems to exceed 1000 m in 
thickpess. Apparently the lower part consists of thick sequences of c1ayslate 
interbedded with very thick sequences of sandstone and siltstone， whereas the 
upper part is composed of alternations of sandstone and siltstone from a few 
millimeters to more than four meters thick， interbedded with slate and phyllitic 
beds or lenses that are generally less than 20 cm thick. The type locality is 
along Highway 13 from a point just west of Sedake to K乱yoand also along the 
coast to Banno-saki (Text-fig .2). The most common li thology is sandstone， both 
medium回 andcoarse-grained and composed of partic1es of quartz， feldspars (both 
potash feldspars and plagioc1as巴s)，and chert in serici tic， chlori tic and “argillaceous" 
matrix. Lithic and feldsparthic graywackes are the most abundant types of 
sand~tone ， but the arkose is locally common. Graded bedding is commonly observed 
¥vhere the sandy unit is not thick and dominant. Several thin beds of conglo-
merate and breccia are met with in the monotonous alternation of sandstone and 
shale， and as describ色din the next section， three types of the conglomerates may 
be distinguished. The primary sedimentary structure such as cross-b巴dding，ripple 
marks， and. desiccation bteccia are locally found to an appreciable amount. A 
considerable part of the exposed Kayo Formation has been weathered into red 
color， and the weathering is specially deep in the shaly sequence as around Kin， 
Taira， and Kawata. The Kayo Formation gradually merges into the underlying 
Nago Forrriation as observed along the coast of Kawata， for example， but， in many 
cases， the relation is fault contact. The Kayo Formation is unconformably over司
lain by the P1iocene and Pleistocene sediments of the Ryukyu Group. 
Three tytes 01 conglomerates : 
The conglomerate and breccia are not uncommon in the Kayo Formation， and 
they seem to merge tog巴ther. This is one of the major characteristics of the 
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Kayo Formationo The conglomerates are all intraformational and mostly oligomic幽
ticヲ and characterized by the wε11 argillaceous matrixo Hanza，九ra (1935， p.34) 
mentioned the conglomenatic beds at three localIties; (1) Sedake， (2) Arumる， and 
(3) Kawata. The second locality was mentioned by Tokunag乱 (then，Yoshiwara) 
previously as early .as 1901. Some geologists in Japan refer to this specific conglo-
merate as the "Usuginu~type" of late Permian (Kuman) age， because of th邑ir
bearing of granitic pebbles. 1 reexamined these localities; the conglomerates at 
Sedake and K旦wataare oligomictic， or almost oligomictic， whereas the ones at 
Arume (Attsu of this paper) are polymictic. 
At least thr巴etypes of conglomerates can be distinguished lithologically in 
the field mapping。
(1) Flat， shale pεbble conglomerate and br巴ccia. 1n this type， all the pebbl邑s
are black shale， fl旦ttenedand angular in sh呂peo This type of breccia is be1ieved 
to be formed penecontemporaneous， probably subaqueous fragmentation 剖ld
redeposition of black shale (“desiccation breccia勺 Turbidityflow probably was 
responsible for the fragmentation and redeposition. This type of conglom日1・呂te is 
the most common in the 1匂 yoFormation and， for observed at Sedake， 
Kayo， and Kawata. 
(2) Oligomictic conglomerate of argi1laceous matrixo This type is the next 
most common in the Kayo Formationo Thεgravels are mostly schistoze sandstone 
and chert of granule to p邑bblesize， but， occasionally wel1晒round邑dand worn pebbles 
of quartz schist are also common. Very rarely granitic rocks have been found (at 
Katabaru， north of Matsuda， Kawata， and east of Yona). 
(3) Polymictic conglomerate of silty matrix. This is the conglomεrate which 
contains cobbles and pebbles of fossiliferous limestone， and various other rock 
types. So far， its distribution is only known along Highway 13 at the south of 
Arume. Sandstone and shale are the most common constituents among the cobbles 
and pebbles. An exceptionally hug己 boulderof coarse sandstone， about one and 
a half m巴tersin diameter (Tεxト
fig. 3) was found. Shale also oc-
curs as stringers and 旦ngular
fragments within the conglomer圃
ate. Cherty pebbles 旦ndcobbles 
are also common. As the micro-
scopic examination indicates， the 
possibility of chertification from 
the original limεstone for some 
chert pεbbles cannot be ignored. 
Some cherty pebbles are microscop-
ically proven to be quartz schist. 
Few igneous rocks， graphic gran同
Text-figur巴3Unusually huge bouldεr of coarse 
sandstone in the Attsu Conglomerat邑 Lentil
basal b邑d(unit 1) of the lentil at the type section. 
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ite， and alterecl porphyry. are also founcl as rouncl ancl worn pebbles. A peculiar 
rock type which almost enti日 ly consists of quartz grains wi th a very small 
amount of calcite cel11ent but no matrix has been recognizecl among the pebbles. 
The matrix of the conglol11erate sporadically becom巴ssancly. 
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Polymicfic Attsu Conglmnerate Lentil : 
Because the dating of the Kayo Formation Is l110stly based on the coralline， 
and strol11atoporoiclean fauna and algal flora found in the limestone cobbles of the 
polymictic conglomerates ne乱rAttsu， the mode of occurrence of the conglomeratic 
beds along Highway 13 between Teruku， south 
end of Arllme village， ancl Attsu (or Attsubaru) 
is describecl below in some cletail. Although its 
clistiibution has l10t been mappecl areallyclue 
to poor state of exposure， the conglomeratic 
beds are hereafter spεcifically nal11ed as 
Conglomerate Lentil within the Kayo Forl11a日
tiOl1. The partial succession of the Kayo Forma四
tion' between an overturned anticline ancl a 
fault representecl by a small streal11 valley 
(Yamato回gawa)which inclucles the type section 
of the Attsu Conglomerate Lentil is shown in 







P plont fossil 
10m 
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Text-figure 4 A couple of polymictic beds in the 
Attsu Co同 lomerateLenti1 (units 23 and 25 of 
the measured section) at its type section， along 
th巴Highway13， Attsu， Kushi-son， Okinawa. 
Text-figure 5 
Columnar section of th巴 Attsu
Conglomerate Lentil 
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Table 1 
Measured sectIon of the Attsu Conglomerate Lentil at the type iocality 
(about 550 m north of Attsu， Kushi-son， northern Okinawa ; m巴asuredby K Konishi， July 22， 1961) 




















25. Conglomerate， almost oligomictic， contains f1at cobbles of black chert possibly of lim巴stone
origin， argillaceous matrix， overlain conformably by laminated sandstone・H ・H ・0・…・…u …日 6.0 
24. Sandstone， medium-grained， laminated .・H ・H ・H ・..……………...巳……0・0・・…..・H ・H ・H ・-…. 0.5 
23. Conglomerate， polymictic， resistive to weathering， contains lenticular layers of sandstones 
and shale， pebbl 邑s and scarce cobbles of sandsto 口n一鳥 rounded pebbles of limeston巴 and 
granitic rocks ・0・H ・H ・. u・.・H ・-…・口'.0.………ー ..0.・.....….......・H ・...…・…..・ a・.3.2 
22. Sandston芭， coarse-and medium-grained， cross-laminated， defined the top and bottom 
by thin layεrs of blaCk shale .…..0..・H ・....・聞い…・….....・・@…・.......・H ・0・…..・園 0.1 
21. Sandstone， granule-conglom邑ratic，contains angular pebbles of black shale sporadically .・..・1.3
20. Conglomerate， polymictic， contains exclusively pebbl邑sof shale， sandstone， and ign巴ous
rocks， matrix arenaceous .・.0..0'・ e・..……・…'."………'"園 9・.，・…・.，・ a・.0.・a・..・ H ・..…・ 2.2 
19. Sandstone and shale， frequent alternation; sandstone， medium-to coa凶巴-grained，cross-
laminated， rippled surface .，.……………………...…..0..0.'.0..0・a・. H ・..・a・-…."...0.5 
18. Sandstone， coarse-grained， laminated， gradually transitional from th邑 underlying
conglomeratic bed .，.・H ・H ・....……ー…0....・H 圃H ・H ・.…..・ a・.， c・-………...…….0...……・・ 0.3 
170 Conglomerate， polymictic， same as the nnit 15. ..........…………・…・・……・凶…0'0・o・…..3.2 
16. Sa 日吋d匂st初on問E鳥， m田1e吋di匂um
wave le巴且昭g計th20cm) .…-日….…0口a.…一. …日。 '.'0…e口.幽。…a日圃. … . 匂.一…@日.….一. …，.@日ゆ.…日. 山…固一.…Uリ.…巳口.…日. …口. ….日….….日…...0.0..….・H ・. ・H ・. 0.5 
15. Conglomerate， polymictic， contains angular and flat cobbles and pebbl巴sof shale， sandstone， 
and fossiliferous limestone， and rounded pebbles of chert， quartz schist， sandstone， and 
igneous rocks， matrix argillaceous …0・…0・...…・…..・H ・. e・..…・…………日……・…・・ 3.4 
14. Sandstone， medium-to coars邑-grained，Jaminated， rippled at top .切・.0..0………00.……ー 4.7 
13. Sandstone， coarse-grained， very thinly laminated， argillaceous matrix， partly 
conglomeratic・0・…・@…B 巴 H ・H ・.… H …………… ...………・0・H ・・...・・……"………….0..・a・-…・・ 2.3 
12. Shal色， black， very thinly alternate with fine 
Total thickness 71.8 
Base of Attsu Conglomerat色 Lentil
Sandstone， sheared， pale green， medium-grained， interb巴ddedwith shale; tubular ichnofossils 
at the base of this unit; th邑 wholese吐uenceis overturned by an overfolded anticline. 
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Limestone Cobbles and Pebbles ; 
In the field， two types of lim巴ston巴 hav巴 been recogniz巴仁:l; one is crystalline 
and gray in color， and the oth巴ris f乱intly1'ecrystallized and dark gray to black. 
The first is usually p己bbleor small cobble (64-128 mm in diam色ter，fo1' instance) 
in size and s巴emsnot to preserve any organic remains. Th巴 secondtyp己 oflime回
stone shows the great degre色 ofvariety in the recrystallized state， apparently 
depending on th巴 sizeof intrac1asts. 1n general， the larger thεin trac1asts th日
less recrystallized. This typ2 of lim巴ston巴 containsmorεth旦11 two typ2s of tex-
tures: 1) intr旦sparudite，and 2) p21sparite (nomenc1aturεafter Folk， 1959). 
So far， five fossilif~rous limestone cobbles (sma11 and largε) ha ve bε日n exa-
mined under the microscop~ and a prolific ass色mblagC2of calcareous algae， corals， 
and stromatoporoids were found in the largest， cobblc-sized gravel (300 x 350 x 500 
mm). A p:Jorly preserved coral tentatively identified as a sp己cies01 Thamnasteria 
was obtainecl from a fist-sizecl p巴bble. Anoth己rcobble pres己rvesthe pelletoidal 
texture in associatiol1 with scattered shell fragments， but no cliagnostic rernains. 
The clark-colorecl illtrasparuclite appears to suggest deposition above thεwave 
base. The intraclasts ar巴 usu旦llycletritus of algac， strom司toporoids，ancl corals 
interspacecl by clastic c旦lcareousor non-calcareous matrix. The non-calcareous 
matrix is reprεsentecl by t巴rrigenous，coars巴-to fine-grained sand of q uartz， feld司
spars ancl rock fragments. The insoluble r巴sidueof the limestone vvas obt乳inecl
from the solution of 200 grams of crush吋 sampleinto a 10 % clilute solution of 
hydrochloric acicl. It exceecls 8巧 (8.43?~ as the highest， though) on the日verage
of five samples and is mostly composed of meclium sancl to clay司 sizeclparticles of 
terrigenous quartz. Thin section study also proves to be a similar perc巴ntage of 
the t巴rrigenousquartz of subangular to subrouncl rounclness. Th巳 quartzgrains 
旦repartially旦nclperipherally replaced by sparry calci te c己ment. Some silt and 
clay醐sizeclgrains are co呂teclby bi tuminous substanc己， which also occurs as indiviclu-
al aggregate of minute p旦rticles ranging from silt to fin色町grainecl sand in 
cliameter. 
The li thology ancl texture of the limestone indicate therεfore a shallow si te 
of cleposi tion for th巴 limestone. 'vVhile t 
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mer旦teand was “brought in" through th巴 proceS8of sedimentation of the conglo国
m巴rate.
Fossil Assernblage in the Limesione Cobbles; 
A detailed paleontologic study of the fossi1 assembi旦gefound in the limestone 
cobbles is in progress， and the following discussion is based on the result of the 
preliminary investig呂tiOll. So far， one cor且1(Thamnasteria sp.)， three stromato圃
poroid (Parastromatopora japonica Y呂beet Sugiyama， MilleJうoridiumlobatum Yabe， 
and Milleporella n. sp.) and two algal (Pycnolうoridiumaff. lobatum Yabe et Toya刷
ma， and Petrophyton tenue Yabe et Toyama) species have been identified. At le昌st
one spongiomorphid coral yet unidentified is to be added to the旦ssemblage. As 
a whole， this ass巴mblagedefini tely represents the characteristic species of the 
“Torinosu Limestone facies" which ranges from late Jurassic (Oxfordian) up to 
邑旦r1yCretaceous (Miyakoan) (Tamura， 1961) or even the 巴 partof late Cre回
taceous (Gyliakian) (Katto in Katto and Sa wamura， 1961). It 18 believed that the 
Torinosu Limeston巴臼cies1S most dominant within the Torinosu Series ranging 
from Callovian to Tithonian Kimmεbut a1so common in the early 
Cretaceous deposits. Discussing the pa叫♂Jeontologiccri teria in ord巴rto segregate 
late Jurassic To町n山n叩osufauna in the To白ri担nosuS色rie閃sfrom the early Cretaceous 
“ To町rinosu帥ぺtypefau山na
by means of careful analysis of the coral and pelecypod sp巴cies，乱ndpossibly of 
“Cidaris" spines. Ei ther pelecypods or “Cidaris" spines are not well represented 
among the Attsu fauna. The coral species in the fauna is so poorly preserved， 
and neither stromatoporoid nor旦19a1sp巴ciescan b己 goodindex fossil for the pur-
pose. Therefore， the dating of the Attsu assemblage 1S rεstricted to a certain sp呂n
ranging from Oxfordian to Miyakoan (or possibly to Gyliakian)， until some short-
ranged species is found. 
Because stromョtoporoidsare extinct animals， their ecology is only deduc己d
from the analysis of the ecology of the旦ssociatedbiota and the petrology of the 
lithologic association. Lecompte (1956) claims that the M巴sozoic.stromatoporoids 
oc.cur in a neri tic shallow四 waterenvironment. A probable ec.ologic requireinent 
for the algal genus Pycnoρoridium was suggested by Johnson and Konishi (1961) as 
being in tropical shallow water ranging in depth to approximately 10 mεters， both 
in sheltered and in more exposed places. These gene 
Terrestrial Plant Re抑制insin Carbonaceous Seam ; 
A c旦rbonac巴ous.le ntil 3.8-5.0 cm thick (in the sandstone unit no. 7; see 
Textイig.5) within the Attsu Conglom色rateL己ntilwas examined both in thin 
section且nddisaggregat巴dparticles for a palynological study. As the byproduct 
of the study， a xylotomic fragment of possibly a bark tissue of conifers has been 
found. So far， two types of pollen (a vesiculate type pollen resemb1ing Pinus 
Pre-Miωene Basemen(.ponψlex of Oki即 UJa，and the l'ecfonic Belts of the RyukYl~ 1 slands 579 
strobiformis Bolkhovitina (Aptian) and a tricolporate type po11巴nof Castanea type)， 
and two typ巴sof spores (one similar to Blechnum brachylohatum Bolkhovitina 
(Cenomanian) and the other comparable to Leiotriletes aff. tertusillus Bolkhovitina 
(1ower H旦utεrivian))have been tentatively distinguished by Fuji (persona1 com-
munication clatecl March 25， 1962). Even though these microfossils cannot be diagnos岨
tic for clatil1g， at presel1t， itis safe1y concluclecl that the flora repr日sentedby the 
microfossi1s is younger than midcl1e Jurassic， because the trico1porate pollen is known 
on1y among the angiosperms ancl the olcl巴strepresentative of this typ巴ofpollen has 
been recorclecl from Albian， acco1'cling to Fuji・Inasmuchas the result of this pa1yno司
logical stucly is to be repo1'tecl elsewhere in the nea1' future， it is on1y mentioned 
here that this is the first repo1't of the pa1yno10gical 1'emains f1'o11 the so-cal1ecl 
Undifferentiatecl Mesozoic ancl Lowe1' Tertiary terrains of the Japanese Islancl Arcs. 
lchnofossils : 
50 far three:types of ichnofossils 
hav巴 b巴enclistinguishecl in the collec-
tion. 
1. Helminthoida-type A; this type 
has been founcl in an appreciable 
amoul1t from Attsu ancl 5己clake.They 
are charact巴rizeclby long， simp1e， l1ar同
ro'v  S同shapeclrouncl tubes of unifo1'm 
cliameter almost throughout th巴 0ト
s巴rvab1e length (T己xt-figs.6 ancl 7). 
The cliameter ranges from 0.9 mm to 
1. 7mm (1.0mm 01 average) in Attsu-1 
col1ection， 1.7 mm on av巴1'agein Attsu-
Text-figure 6 Helmi目的oi園尚一typeA from 
Kayo Formation about 20 m north of th巴
type locality of the Attsu Conglomerate 
Lentil立orthof Attsu. The average diト
meter is 1. 0 mm. 
2 coll巴ction，ancl from 1.1 -1.5 mm (1.3 mm on average) in 5己clake coll己CtiOD.
The Attsu-2 collection was obtained from the rippled surface in the alternation 
of sanclstone and sha1e， north of Attsu. 
2. Helminthoida-type B; this seconcl type is t巴ntativelycompared with Hel四
minthoida because of the irregu1arly S幽shapednature of the tube (K向上岡4of Text-fig. 
7). It has a large diameter， occasion旦11yoverlapping pattern of the tubular arrange-
ment. A1so the entire 1ength observabl巴isusually much shorter than the type A. The 
diameter of the tub巴sranges from 2.0 to 4.1 mm (3.3 mm on average) in the 
collection. Furthermore， the sandstone preserving this type sεεms to be slightly 
coarser in grain size than that of the typ←A. The present type is rather common 
in the coarse-grainecl sanclston巴 coveredby thin bl旦ckshale at the east of Kayo. 
3. Palaeodictyon-typεthe collection referred to as this type consists of tw 0 
slabs， although in the fie1cl， this typ色 offossi1 was observed extensively 01 the 
beclcling p1anes of alternation of sandstone ancl shale， 200 m east of Kayo. The 




destroyed， The mesh structure 
is hexagonal， 
when completely preserved， The 
diameter of the mesh巴svaries 
from 3，9 to 7剛3mm. Each“cell" 
of the meshes is 1.5-3.6 mm 
long and 0.5-1.7 mm thick in a 
5"2 specimen(r心的， and 4，7-6.6mm 
K-3 
T巴xt-figure7 Ichnofossils from the Kayo Fonnation 
A ; Attsu : K ; Kayo : S ; Sedake ; 
long and 1.7-2.1 mm thick il1 the 
othe1' specimen (K日5).The sta-
tistic旦1values and the regu-
hεxagonal mesh structure 
indic旦te tha t the speci-
mens are identified as Palaeo-
dictyon 
ichnofossils are 
no indic己sfor any specif-
ic time of 
havεbeen reported 
in the Flysch typ巴 turbidite 
of late Mesozoic to Cenozoic 
deposits more than the older 
ones in Japan; in the 
“Unknown" undifferentia国
ted) 1¥在εsozoiccomplex defining 
the outermost tectonic zone 
of Southwest Japan. In most 
common records of the the complex is very scarce， but the 
rare finds of certain index either ra1'e organisms， mainly fora-
minifers，or few redepositεd assemblo.ges of shallow-wate1' animals and plants， 
ha ve made i t to da te the parts of the com plex固 The paucity of the life 
record other than ichnofossils in the compl':ex mak己svery characteristic Flysch 
5εdiments 
Wi thin the last decade， paleontological work 011 these ichnofossils from sou th回
ern Shikoku 丘sc旦rried out by Fu1ζada (1951) and Katto (1952， 19600.， 1960b)， 
and they segr己gatedmany forms and “species" (Table 2). Appa1'ently no form com開
mon in both southern Shikoku and Okinawa can be l'εcognized. A “Helminthoid" 
named Tosahelminthes curvata K旦ttoclosely 1'es色mblesHelminthoida-typεA of this 
paper in gross but diffεrs from i t wi th the smaller diamet訂。 Hel-
B fro111 the Kayo Formation differs from 1'. curvata in the irregular 
pattern and much shorter lengths of the tubes. These two fo1'ms of Helminthoida-
Pre-1Wiocene Basen犯ntComplex of Okinawa， and the Tectonic Belts of the Ryuhyu Islands 581 
type from Okinawa are interpretεcl as the pre-depositional burrows of fossil 
worms comparable with the Rεcent gen己raas Eteone and Paraonis. 
Table 2 List of Ichnofossils from Shikoku and Okinawa (data of Shikoku afterKatto， 
1960; the dating of these formations in Shikok日 isbasecl 011 t三atto's¥vorkof 
the mollusc加 fosils).
¥¥Susaki !Naharigawa I Muroto '1 Shimizu i Misaki I Kayo 
¥¥¥~0cmmm|Fmt.|Fmt.1Fmt.!Fmt.1Fmt.i Fmt. 
Form ¥¥¥¥J理問|3222lairzlA:間続21223?
Porif十 gias…?とL_I~.~. I Iーにし
Noroitos tosaensis Kaito X 





Tosa/orbis hanzawai Kai:to 
??
X T.lりeculiarisKatto 






Excrements possibly of Noroites X 
Excrements of unknown affinity X 
::::l;:utzX X 
Excrements of unknown affinity 
W orm borings X 
??
Worm castings X 
l:l illl 示三五ictん山竺-一ート X
The Palaeodictyon回 typefossil in the Kayo Formation can be important in the 
paleoecological implication， ifthe intεrpretation to an algal nature advancecl by 
Koriba ancl Miki (1939) is acceptecl. Some paleontologists are sti1l skeptical about 
the taxonomic connotation of th己 g巴nus and inc1inecl to cOl1sider i t in terms of 
animal burrows (“司7巴idespuren")il1stead (Seilacher， for example). The qu巴stion
is being raised repea tedly (Fischεr， 1957). Polygons simi1ar to， though larger than， 
the ones from Kayo Formation h丘veeven b色eninterpretεd as interf己renceripple 
marks produc己dby the thrashing action of the tadpoles (Maher， 1962). Korib乱旦nd
Miki (1939) conc1ucl巴dthat the h呂bitatof Palaeodictyon vvas brackish shallow water 
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of lagoon and estuaries， becaus巴 theliving species of the family Hydrodictyaceae 
(Chlorococeales，Chlorophyc巴ae)to which the genus is placed are all of fresh water 
algae in shallow water. 
“They 1ived then as benthos on th巴mud，bestowed there with vigorous growth， often attaining 
several decimeters in size， But the shal10w water i8 easily disturbed by wave and as Palaeodictyon 
is not adhesive to the substratum， the coenobium must hav邑 beenbeen exposed v邑ryoften to the 
turbulence， ，.." show the circumstances clearly回目。... Under th邑 benthoniccondition of life the 
coenobium，…"'， cannot advance so far to the deep bottom of open sea，……雪 thelitoral habitat 
thr告atensit8 life not a litle， ..••.. Sudden change of sea-l邑velis th邑ref臼rein either case menaceful" 
(Koriba and Miki， 1939， p.64). 
The fact that 銘 hasb巴enr巴 in 旦 strictlymarine sequence 
(Barbier， 1956; Pugin， 1957) indicates that the r巴mains of brackish plants were 
evidently washed into marine巴nvironmentand transported by turbidity curren仁
Structure: 
The structural contrast b巴t"¥ve邑nthe p町四Miocene and post聞Miocene (partially 
Miocene in subsurface) rocks in Okin旦vvais very distinct; the prε伺Miocenerocks 
such as Formation arεhighly foldεd and faulted， and are locally intruded 
into igneous rocks， whereas the over四
lying beds arεonly faulted and tilted. 
ln general， isoclinal folds consisting of 
series of anticlines and synclines ov色r幽
turned to south to southeast seem very 
common within the Kayo Formation 
(Text-fig. 8). Such folds associated with 
many largε 呂ndsmall thrusts have pro-
duced the northwester1y dipping trend 
of the Formation. Th巴se thrusts were 
complicated by the later勾 high四 angled
longitudinal faults such as， for example， 
the Nago fault， and by transverse nor-
mal faults of dip direction. The typic乱l
Text-.figur邑 8Typically ov色rturned(recum-
bent) fold in Kayo Formation west of 
I三awada.
structures of the Kayo Formation mentioned above ar邑 b巴st observed along the 
coast and Highway 13 from Kayo to Arume (Text-fig.8 of Flint and others， 1959). 
Correlation : 
The Attsu Conglomerate L巴ntilof the Kayo Formation is d旦ted to a certain 
time between Oxfordian (late Jurassic) and Gyliakian (late Cretaceous) on the 
basis of the Torinosu-typεflora (calcareous 旦19ae) and fauna (stromatoporoidG 
and from the type loca1i ty of the L巴ntil. The palynological remains from 
th('same locality prove that the Lenti1 cannot be older than the middle Jurassic. 
Pre-Miocene Basemenf ComPlex of Okinawa， and the Tectonic Belts of the RY1/.kyu Islands 583 
So far no M巴sozoicsediments have been paleontologically identified from the 
Ryukyu Islands. The closest exposure of the definitely Mesozoic secliments is the 
la te J urassic“upper Torinosu Limestone"乱tYamagami， near Noma同 no寸 ke，1:く旦sasa崎
machi， Kagoshima Prefecture (Eguchi， 1942)， which is litologically similar to but 
paleontogically different from the Attsu Conglomerate Lεntil. The comparison 
of the fossil assemblages between two localities is shown in Tab!e 3. The further 
clifference is that the limestone at Nomo-no四 ike is much larger in size (20 x 80 
m) and apparently authochtonous wi thin the alternation of sanclstone and shale. 
Table 3 List of T、orinosuLimestone-type flora and fauna from the Shimanto 
terrain in Kyushu and Shikoku and from Ol<Inawa 
一一一、ミこ二一 LocatioとIOkinawa I S.Kyushu I S.口山S剖拙h
|一一一一一I-Nぷ訂正e-IIi元面五百IHayama I Sus.aki 戸7高官函
ミゾ竺HO'!'一一一一一IAtt釦 Cg-lFmt. 1FmL lFmta |FM. U10Ser-s 
¥¥ゴ竺 1E. Cret.(?) IL批 Juras.1Miyakoan I Gyliakian 1 Eocene 
Acanthogyra? sp. X 
Alcyonaria? sp. X 
I Astrocoe河iasp. X 
Chaetetes? sp. X 
Cheaetefopsis crinita Neumayr X 
4〈g C 旬闘日
Eleρhantaria sp. X 
Lafomeandra sp. X 
SEtgy〆ulimc抑hGai (ConuezdstGT7mMonobd X 
af. mabutii Eguchi X 
Stylina sp. A X 
Styli捌 sr.B X 
Stylosmilia sp. X 
Thamnastr四 sp. X X 
f昔詞巴i内;，ponglomorpヨ一ー 切出 X 
Actinostromaria shimizui Yabe. X 
a"nCd ifcSoulbgoirYdalmop a sp.“(Burgundia) X 
Millφorella (り n.sp. X X 
Milleρoridium lobatum Yabe X 
Milleporidium sp. X 
I~陶叫um? n. sp. X 
X 
ω 苦E3a BEコ 叩nPsWvずyM叩岬価担m品。dOM向Fhoy柳adEh1句yZ問Pa回"ω附d“ulaf，血a Yabe X 
X X Yabe and Sugiyama 
P. inouyeiYabe and Sugiyama X 
P. kotoi Yabe and Sugiyama X 
P.押wmorianauman叩iYabe X 
P. mitodaensis 
Yabe and Sugiyama 
T…ma kiiensis Yabe 加 X 
T.tohuSnuagiaYi ayma beanEISugiYama X 
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Kitakamiania eguchii Ishijima X 
Lithotlu捌 :niωnsp. X 
Lithoc'Odium morikawai Endo X 
lPVaiMraochnaopstheytems s tosmp. ensis hdo X 
X 
pPSay抽tuy出oa切pz刷SBhdm，柑dTt師陶odyUurnemngu焔ate 必由ydEa醐bdeoYOa1ZKbSe 町) 
X 
z司b n X X X X 
X 





Stenoρoddimm spherkum 0En4Sd) o X 
According to Tamura (1960， p. 34-35)， the limestone-bearing beds at Nomo・no-ike
can be di vided into three uni ts， upper limestone-bearing sha1e， midd1e sandstone， 
and 10wer a1ternation of sandstone and sha1e. The upper sha1e unit inc1udes an 
oligomictic cong1omerate 1ayer about 10 m thick， characterized by cherty round 
pebb1es. He c1aims that the other po1ymictic cong1omerate with sha1y breccia and 
round cherty pebb1es found in the midd1e sandstone unit is characteristically of 
the “Shimanto同 type". Recently， Hashimoto (1962a) introduced formationa1 names 
based on his new c1assification for the same beds. Thus， Tamura's upper sha1e 
unit was called Nomaike Formation (1ate Jurassic; 800:tm) and 10wer and midd1e 
units were grouped as Kozakiyama Formation (Cr巴taceous?; 1000:tm). The two 
formations are in contact by a fau1t. Po1ymictic cong1om巴ratesare prominent in 
the lower member of the Kozakiyama Formation. 
Simi1ar Torinosu-type 1imestone facies (occurring as 1enti1s) have bεen report-
ed from many 10calities in the northern Shimanto terrain of Shikoku. Doganaro 
(Miyakoan)， Hayama (upper Miyakoan -? Gy1iakian)， and Suzaki (? Gyliakian) 
Formations yie1d the Torinosu-type f10ra and fauna from the limestone 1entils， 
according to the nomenc1ature proposed by Katto (Katto and Sawamura， 1961). 
The dating of these formations has been challenged by Tamura who be1ieves that 
the Torinosu-type f10ra and fauna range from 1ate Jurassic to on1y Aritan. In 
fact， Matsumoto， Kimura and Katto (1952) reported the occurrence of ear1y Miya-
koan ammonites from the Suzaki Formation. The comparisons of the species 
between the formations， .both Shikoku and Okinawa are a1so shown in Tab1e 3. 
Litho1ogically， the Suzaki Formation containing beds of greenstones， 1imestone and 
chert seems to resemb1e the Nago Formation， whereas the cong1omerate-bearing 
F1ysch psammite Hayama Formation suggests similarity with the Kayo Formation. 
The unfossiliferous Nonogawa Formation， another cong1omerate-b色aringbed，ap-
parently under1ies the Suzaki Formation and is 1itho1ogically akin to Kayo Forma-
tion. The Doganaro Formation contains cherty beds， which seem to b巴 absentin 
the Kayo Formation. 
Pre-lVlioane Basement ComPlex of Okinawa， and the TeGtωtic Belts of the Ryukyu Isla河ds 585 
'I'here is an obvious lithological resemblance of the thick “undated Mεsozoic 
strata" at Yaktト shima(lsso， Miyanour且， Funayuki， and Mugio Formations by Hashト
moto， 1956)， Tanεgashima (Kumage Form旦tionby Hanzavva， 1935)， and tb，e no1'目
theastern end of Amami園小shima(K呂zunoand Ohg旦chiFo1'mations by Hatae and 
others， 1959) with the Kayo Formation at Okinawa. All of thεm are Flysch-type 
alternations of rather monotonously repetitive thick sandstone and shale， with 
peculiar sedimentary structures both physical and organic. Without the diagnostic 
evidence， however， further comparison of the Kayo Fo1'mation wi th any above司
mentioned formation is impractical. A comparison between th己possible eq ui valen ts 
based on the regional geotectonics is discussed elsεwhere (p. 589). 
1n the northern part of Taiwan where the Ryukyu Islands makes junction， with 
the Formosa-Luzon (Phi1ippin巴) arc， one unnamed subsurface late Jurassic bed 
(“Hotcojうhyllocerasbed") (Lin， 1961)， and many other supposεdly Mesozoic forma-
tionshave be巴nreported (Yen et al.， 1956; Chang， 1958， p. 14-15). Except for the 
first bed， however， these formations apparently lack the paleontologic eviclence to 
detenhine the geologic age. Ma (1951) identifiecl two latest Cretaceous corals， 
Asterocoenia sp. ancl Elethantaria sp.， from the lim巴stonepebbles of the conglo司
merate bed within Eocene Suo S色ries.These genera are not founcl in the Attsu fossil 
assem'blage. Thus， itseems unwise at present to compare the Kayo Formation 
with any of the Mesozoic formations in Formosa without paleontologic clata， even 
though it is highly possible that som巴 Mesozoic formations of Formosa are 
correlatecl with the Kayo Formation. 
S'fRUCTURAL ZONATION OF THE RYURYU ISLANDS 
Criteria for tracing the tectonic belts in the Ryukyu Islands: 
In order to clefine the tectonic belts and to trace them wi thin an orogenic 
belt， an indirect approach other than the tracing of the tectonic lines can be 
aclopted for a poorly exposecl terrain. As in the case of the Ryukyu Islands; it can 
be by tracing 1) the similar association of lithologies and “metamorphic faciesヘ
2) the ore cleposi ts of the similar origin，ancl 3) the clistribution of th色 similar
type of intrusives. ln the present cas巴， 1) li thofacies and “metamorphic facies" 
of the Paleozoic rocks， Nago Formation and Kayo Formation in Okinawa， and their 
correlatives in the oth巴rislancls， 2) distribution of the beclded cupriferous iron 
sulphide ancl manganese ore cleposi ts， ancl 3) types of the Tertiary sedimen ts 
blanketting the basement rocks are usecl to recogniz巴 ancldifferentiate three tec-
tonic belts in the Ryukyu Islancls north of Miyako. 
Okinawa Islands: 
In Okina wa -jima， the crystalline limestome of P己rmianage is thrust over 
the phyllitic rocks at Motobu Peninsula (on the Yonamine Formation) ancl along 
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the western coast of the island north of the peninsula on the Nago Formation 
(MacNeil， 1960， p. 12). The thrust is best observed “along the north side of Ie-
shima"， (MacNeil， ibid.) and south of Hedo-misaki (or north of Ginama). According 
Text-figure 9 Distant view of the Hedo 
thrust north of Ginama; looking at north. 
to MacNeil (ibid.)，“a kli ppe of the same 
limestone occurs …… north of Shanawan 
(Shioya-wan) at an altitude of about 300 
ft above sea level". This thrust plane 
is mostly below sea level at the Motobu 
Peninsula but dips 30-45 degrees south-
westwards at the north of Ginama 
(Text-fig. 9). It is called hereafter as 
Hedo thrust and represents the tectonic 
boundary between the metamorphosed 
(phyllitic and schistoze) non-ca1careous 
rocks and the overlying less metamorpho-
sed fusulinid-bearing ca1careous rocks. 
The basement complex east of the thrust or underlying the thrust is compos-
ed from the phyllitic rocks of greenstones， c1ayslate， sandstone， chert and crystal-
line limestone， and lithologically divided into (1) the Nago Formation of gre印同
schist facies and (2) the Kayo Formation described above. The Nago F-ormation 
contains actinoli te-epidote-ca1ci teschist， quartz圃sericite田oligoc1aseschist， serici te-
graphite-quartz schist， and saussuritized gabbro. The epidote-albite同 hornblende-
schist mentioned by Taneda (1961) from the Kunigami area must be from the Nago 
Formation. 
The other major tectonic line has been recognized even though its exact loca-
tion could not be verified in the field (MacNei1， 1960， p. 13). This is the border 
between the Plio・MioceneShimajiri Formation on the south巴astand the phyllitic 
Nago Formation on the northwest， passing c10se to the town of Tengan (Text-fig. 
2; also Text-fig. 5 of MacNeil， 1960). The southernmost outcrops of the Nago 
Formation have been observed along Highways 16 and 24. At the south of Kombu 
(north of Tengan)， the Formation of phyllitic sandstone and c1ayslate dipping 
northerly 37 degrees with the strike of N650 W is confirmed as the southernmost 
outcrop. The term Tengan fault is proposed here for the large， though assumed， 
tectonic line. 
Thus， Okinawa-jima can be roughly divid巴d into three tectonic belts， from 
northwest to the southeast， 1) Paleozoic (? - Permian) ca1careous and cherty 
thrust sheet (Motobu Belt) ， 2) Mesozoic (? - Cretaceous) phyllitic and schistoze， 
and Flysch psammites Kunigami Belt， and 3) Plio・Miocene Shimajiri Belt. The 
basement complex of the third belt cannot be dated at present， because all the 
complex of the belt in Okinawa is subsurface. It is postulated to represent the 
Tertiary (early Tertiary) section as discussed later (p. 591). 
Pre-l1diocene Basement Complex of Okin必 lJa，and the Tectonic Belts of the Ryukyu lslands 587 
The vein司typeand bedded manganese deposi ts ha ve be色nreport巴d from the 
Palεozoic chert at Yonamin巴 (Nakijirト S011)，W hereas the prospects of the cupri-
ferous sulphid巴 (mainlypyrite) deposits such as at Yamacla mine in Haneji-son 
are limited within the Nago Formation especially associatecl with the greenstones 
(Flint ancl others， 1954， p.93， fig. 10). 
At the northwestern sicle of the Heclo thrust， a11 th巴 pre-Miocenebasement 
rocks cropping out at the small islancls are limestone (Sesoko， Ie， Iheya， Izena， 
Kouri， ancl Tonaki) ancljor chert (Ie， 1h色ya.ancl Izena) with a subordinate amount 
of other types of rocks， ancl are b巴liev邑clto be continuous with th巴 thrustsheet 
of the Motobu Formation by Flint ancl others (1959) at Motobu P巴ninsula，so that 
it is datecl Paleozoic. On the other hancl， all the islets southeast of Okinawa 
belong to the Shimajiri Belt， where the pre-Miocene basem巴ntrocks are subsurface 
ancl probably datecl to Early Tertiary. Arouncl Okinawa-jima， the Keral11a Islands 
represent the western extension of the central l11etamorphosecl Kunigami Belt of 
Okinawa， where the sizable copper mine at Yakabi-jil11a ancl a copper prospect 
at Kuba-jima have been known. From the Keram呂s，Tanecla (1961) reported the 
occurrence of slate， schistoz巴sericit巴司sanclstone，serici te崎quartz同 albite司schist，gra-
phit自衛sericiteschist， graphite四 schist，and muscovite司 chlorite聞epiclote-schist. The 
result of my exal11ination has resultecl in the aclclition of albite向丘ctinolite聞quartz-
chlori te皿epidote-schist(Otak巴， Aka)， actinolite-zoisite-albite-schist (1¥在achan，Za-
l11ami)， ancl actinoli te-chlori te四epiclote四 albite-schist(Machan，Z旦mami).
Amami 1 slands : 
The basement complex of Yoron and Okinoerabu consists of limestone and 
chert which appear to be the more northerly extension of the Paleozoic thrust 
sheet of similar lithologies from Heclo-misaki of Okinawa. In Amal11i-o-shima， 
the calcareous ancl cherty rocks are 1imited to its western part ancl have been 
groupecl uncler the name of Naon Chert， which has the same lithology as the 
basement rocks of Yoron ancl Okinoerabu， so clatecl to be Paleozoic. On the eastern 
part， however， there clev巴lopphyllitic rocks n旦meclNaze Formation， which consists 
of c1ayslate ancl tuff ancl suggests a strong affinity with ihe Nago Formation of 
Okinawa， because of the lithologies ancl association of the beclclecl cupriferous iron 
sulphicle deposits. Ohdana Sanclstone (Hatae ancl others， 1959) intercalating certain 
conglomeratic becls is probably the equivalent of the Kayo Formation. The other 
possibility that the Kazuno Formation at the easternmost tip (Kasari Peninsula) 
of the islancl is correlatecl with the Kayo Formation cannot be rulecl out. Thin coal 
seams 0.5-3.0 Cl11 thick of lenticular shape are found in the Formation. 80 far， 
the boundary between the Naon Chert ancl Ohdana Forl11ation at Amami-かshima
has been l11appecl as a conformable contact， but its reexamination may be open for 
future stucly. Both the location of the probable bounclary e且stof the N aon Cher t 
thus definecl at Amamトo-shima，ancl the Paleozoic nature of the basement rocks 
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at Okinoerabu suggest that th巴 southernextension of such a boundary line should 
pass somewhere east of Toku吋 10回shima. H旦t丘eand others (品 however，have 
this island to consist of Naze and Niimura Formations， so that the boundト
ry go the island. The contrast in the distribution bεtween the 
bedded manganese and ironεprospects at Am呂111ト and
Tokunoshima has been Flint and othεrs (1954， p. . Such a map for 
Amami-o問 shiUlais revised with additional informations and shown hεre as Text-
figur巴 10.The bedc1ed manganes己 seemto be rεstricted wi thin the Paleozoic 
belt rεby Naon Chert， and thεiron sulphides 旦re within the phyllitic 
Naze and Form批 ions，except for some manganese prospects at eastern 
Kak巴roma-shimaancl iron sv.lDhicle deDosits乱tUke-shima. 
Text-figure 10 
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Osumi lslands : 
The bas巴mentcomplex of th色 Osuml Islands has been 1i thologically referred 
to as “Uncl旦ssifiedMεsozoic rocks" without paleontologic evidcl1c巴. Th巴 age of 
the Kumage Formation unconformably overl旦inby the middle Miocene (Bmdiga' 
li旦n)Kukinaga Formation旦tTanεgashima h旦sbeen H:mzawa as probably 
lower Eoc巴n巴(Hanzawa，1956). A similar type of rocks at Yakushima has be巴n
studied by Hashimoto (1956) ancl classifiecl into several units (1'ョbl日 4)，in which 
Table 4 Stratigraphic c1assification of the Unclassified 
Tertiary(?) rocks of Yak凶 hima(in descendi時 order)
(after Hashimoto， 1956) 
Isso Formation 
Yahazudake Shale and Sandstone Member (500 m十 thick)
Isso Conglomerate Member (l50~300 m) 
-昭clinounconformity・'
Miyanoura F oimation 
Kusugawa Shale and Sandstone Member 
(several hunclrecl m.， probably 
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Funayuki Formation (sev巴ralhundred m・， probably 700~800 m.) 
shale， siltstone， with pillow lava (upper most in this member)， reddish brown shale， etc. 
stratigraphic relation unknown 
Mugio Formati印1 (several hundred m.) 
shale， siltstone， with sandstone， etc. 
h巴 recognizecla pre-middle Miocene (pre個Takachiho)tεctonism. 1'he rocks consist句
ing of these units clo not show any similarity with those oI the Nago or Naze 
Formation discussed above， but they are much similar to the K旦yoFormation， 
though probably less phyllitic. Hashimoto l11entions the association of pillow lava 
wi thin the Kumage and Funayuki Forl11ations，旦 featurecOl11pletely 1乱ckingwi thin 
the Kayo Form旦tion. 1'he southεrn extension of the KUl11age Formation can b己
traced to Kikaトjima，where the bas色mentcomplex is buri色dbenεath the Shir孔ajiri
Form旦tion，the same situation as tI1e southern Okinawa. Ther己for号， the outεrmost 
C巴nozoicShimajirI Belt is believed to develop from southern Okinawa， through 
Kikai-jima， to Tanega-shima， and probably at Yaku-shima. 
Yaeyama lslands : 
About 400 km southwest of Okinawa， Yaeyal11a Islands， including Ishigaki， 
Iriomote， Kobama， and other islets， constitute th己 southern encl of the Ryukyu 
Islands. The pre-Miocene basel11ent rocks exposed at Ishigaki， north己asternIriomote， 
and Kobam九 benεaththe Eocene Miyara， Miocene Nosoko and Yaeyarna or Pliocene~ 
Pl巴istoceneRyukyu Group， consist of crystalline schists， phyllites， hoτnfels， and 
granitic rocks. 1n the northern peninsula of Ishigakし theglaucophan己-chlorite-
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quartz~司巴岨schist h旦sbeen recently by Foster and others( 1960) 
旦ndTaneda (1961). The crystallin巴 schistwith the similar assemblage h出 been
reported from Iriomote and Kobama Yoshii (Hl35) based on the boulder collected 
by Hanz呂wa. According to Foster and others (1960)， the following schists have 
been identified from this northern part of Ishigaki: albite四chlorite同巴pidote四quartz-
schist， chlori te-crossi te聞記pidote国 albite-schist， epidote-glaucophane四 schist，albite-
chloritε 戸epidote-actinolite-schist， epidot巴回crossite幽 schist， albite回chlorite同quartz闘
muscovite-crossite同 schist，and glaucophane園quartz-schist. 
The basement rocks exposed at the southern Ishigaki and Iriomote consists of 
chert， micacεous and carbonaceous schists， and phyllites (sericite明albite聞quartz圃
phyllit邑 sericite回phyllite)，conglomerate (metamorphosed and tectonic origin)， 
sandstone， shale， and hornfels. The basement rocks consisting of crystalline schists， 
phyllites and cherts with旦small丘mountof crystalline limestone or marble (B巴atty
and Westphal， 1960， p.6) crop out only in the northe旦sterncorner of Iriomote il1 the 
vicini ty of Komidake. The li thologies resemble those of the pre-Tertiary rocks of 
sou thern Ishigaki. Although the albi te~chlori te胴epidote-actinolite-schistis known 
from the part of no glaucophane schists 
h旦vebeen found on th己 island.The chert幽dominant of the bas包mentrocks 
in southern reminds one of the Paleozoic Motobu Belt of 
It should also be mentioned that both the Eocene Miyar丘 andMiocene Y乱eya-
ma Groups the b丘sementrocks accompany the volcanic sediments but are 
rather thin in total thickness. During the Eocene Epoch， a geosynclinal trough 
at the present site of the Islands， where the Flysch帽 typesedi-
mentation now recognized as basement rocks of the Shimajiri Belt took pl旦ce，but 
also rather thin nεri tic， c旦lcareous sediments associated with clastics were 
laid down at the inshore side of the Paleozoic bas色mentrocks exεmplified by 
Yaey乱ma Islands. The similar contrast in the lithologic association between 
inshore and trough facies h司s been recognized through the Outer Zone of 
Southwest Japan (Table 5)， It is also true that the coal-bearing Yaeyama Grou 
Table 5 Contrast in sedimentary facies b邑tw白 nSambagawa-Chichibu and Shimanto 
terrains during early Tertiary (Eocene~Oligocene). 
Facies RYUKYUS SOUTHERN SOUTHERN SHIKOKU KII Basement KYUSHU PENINSULA 
of 
sediments complex Hanzawa， 1ヲ35 Matsumoto， Shuto， Nagai， 1956; Shiida， 1962 Hashimoto， and others; Katto， 1961 
Neritic~ Sambagawaー Miyara "Mitate Kuma Group， Nakaoku 
Chichibu Formation" including Nimyo 
Inshore terrain Formation (in part?) Formation Formation 
白 1ロ即toI Nichinan and Shukuge Group， 
Trough+ Kumage Group including Hirata Muro Group 
terrain Hyuga Groups Formation 
+ turbidite facies 
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represents the Molasse-type of sediments of the mid凶 Tertiarydisturbance， de-
posited inland， while the Shimajiri Formation is characterized by thick trough 
S色dimentsr巴sultingfrom the similar succεeding tectonism， and deposited in abyssal 
tro時hlike the present Ryukyu Trench (MacNeil， 1960， p.1). Therefore， I am inclin-
ed to conclude that the metamorphic zone .of the Paleozoic b2lt which cloes not 
crop but near Okinawa does so as the glaucophane schist at Yaeyama. A possible 
exception may Kum巴-jimawhere the basement rocks are subsurface and overlain 
by the“Shimajiri Formation" interfingering with the hyperthene-bearing augite-
anclesite， the same type of volcanics as common in 1shigaki. The occurrence 
of Cdrcinotlax JうriscαImaidzumi from the north of Yamashiro， Nakazato-son， 
south巴rnKumト jima，proves that at least a part of the “Shimajiri Formation" at 
the island is dated Miocene. Another possible exception might b巴 Tonakトjima
close to Kum巴ー jimawhere garnet was mined from a contact metamorphic zone in 
li111estone. These two islands occupy the innennost posi tion of the pre-Miocene 
rocks l1ear Okil1awa. B己cause(jf the lack of informa tion abou t the basεment rocks 
of Miyako， and the discontinui ty of the structures at both sides of the island， the 
101'th巴asternextensiol1 of the metamorphosed Paleozoic belt represent巴dby north-
ern Ishigaki cannot b己 tracedexactly. It is only interpreted from the submarine 
topography that a rather promin色ntdepression possi bly of flexure na ture exists 
between Okinawa and Miyako Islands (Hanzaw九 1935;Hess， 1948; Dietz， 1954). 
This is cal1ed the Miyako Depression in this p旦per.
Relation to the tectonic belts 01 southern Kyushu : 
In southerl1 Kyushu， wh巴rethe northern end of the Ryukyu Islancl Arc makes 
the junction wi th the western巴ndof the Japan Island Arc， three major tectonic 
lines， 1) Usuki-Yatsushiro， 2) Butsuzo同Ohsakama-Ushinohama and 3) Nobeoka問
Shibis.an， have been recognized. The former two are the western extεnsions of 
the Median Line(Ueda， 1961) and Butsuzo-ltokawa Line of Shikoku， respectively. 
Th巴 thirdtectonic line was recognized and named by Hashimoto and others (1956) 
and splits the Shimanto terrain south of the Butsuzo Line into two belts， north-
ern phyllitic and southern non-metamorposed司ndFlysch -type. The northern Shi-
manto Belt(Hashimoto， 1962a) is characterized by sporadical occurr巴nceof bedded 
cupriferous pyrite deposits such as Makimine mine (Tatsumi， 1953)， the association 
of greenstones， and practic旦llyalmost no records of di agnostic fossils， ifcompared 
with the volcanic開free and notic巴ablyfossiliferous southern Shimanto Belt. 1n 
southern Kyushu， the northern Shimanto Belt has only four fossil localities， (1 ) 
“late Jurassic" Torinosu同typelimestone at Yamagami (Eguchi， 1942)， (2) undated 
Lima(Acesta)-bearing boulder in the river gravel at Hitoyoshi City， Kumamoto 
Prefecture (Tagami， 1962)， (3) plant re111旦inssi111ilar to Ginkgodium from a sand-
stone at Morotsuka villag巴， Miyazaki Prefecture， (Sョito，and others， 1955) and (4 ) 
Equisetites sp. fr0111 a sandstone of Kominato， Kaseda City， Kagoshima Prefecture 
(Harunari， 1954)， ifthe undiagnostic Radiolarians are ignored; while the eastern 
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extension of the same tectonic belt in Shikoku seems to more localities 
of the limestone dated to range from late Jur旦ssicto early part 
of the late Cretaceous in Katto 呂ndSawamura， 1961). All thεpaleonto-
logic data so far avail呂blefrom the southern Shimanto bεlt in Kyushu indicate 
and basal Miocene (?) but without Cretaceous (Hashimoto and 
1959; Monden， 1960; Kuwano，; 1960; Hashimoto， 1961)， whereas the 
equivalent b己1tin southern Shikoku includes Cretaceous. 
When the geotectonic elements between the Japan and Ryukyu Island Arc are 
COl11p旦red，it is obvious that the Hedo fault of Okinawa occupies the sal11e tectonic 
location as that of the Butsuzo甜Ohsakal11a閉UshinohamaLine of southern Kyushu. 
But， where would the tectonic line be in Okinawa， one comparable with the 
Nobeoka-Shibisan Line? The apparent width (not thickness) of 巴xposureof the 
northern Shimanto belt se巴msto be somewhat in the magnitude of 20 km .in 
south邑rnKyushu and Shikoku， In a parallel line running about 20 km 
southeast of the Hedo thrust which would be the tectonic line will lie along the 
eastern coast or in the Pacific Ocean near the coast， except for southern Okinawa， 
where the trend of the structure of the basement rocks shifts from 
northeastnorth to northeast or even to e旦stnortheast， So the larg巴stfault 
reported with longitudinal trend in southern Okinawa is the Tengan fault which 
separates the late Tertiary sediments (Shimajiri Formation) in the south from the 
phyllitic N旦goFormation in the north. Beyond this southern Okinawa lacks 
any outcrop of pr←Miocene rocks. Between the Hedo and Tengan faults， the phyト
litic Formation and less Kayo Formation crop out to mak巴 acom-
plic旦tedfolded structure， As rar as the m巴tamorphicgrade is concerned an increase 
in a simple southward direction as repor，ted in the northern Shimanto belt at sou-
thern Kyushu 1S unrecog・niz旦blein Okin丘wa，As mentioned above， th邑 lessphy 1i tic 
Formation crops out as迂 cor邑 ofthe huge ov色rturnedsynclin巴 ofoverfold 
isoclinal structure， bord巴redon both sides the phyllitic Nago Formation. The 
boundaries between the Formations have fault contacts at many places but no 
major thrust fault comparable to the Nob色oka圃ShibisanLine of Kyushu has been 
recognized in Okinawa. Therefore， itse己mshighly logical旦tpresent to locatεthe 
tectonic line by comparing the Tengan fault with the Nob巴oka-ShibisanLine， 
extending the latter southerly to coincide with the former国
Schematic model : 
Summarizing the above discussion，旦 schematicmod巴1of the tectonic zonation 
of the Ryukyu Island Arc is illustrated and tabulated (Table 6; Text四figs個 1
and ー As early as 1897， Koto keenly recognized three structural belts in the 
Ryukyu Island Arc; the inner belt of the vo1c旦nicislands， central belt of the older 
rocks， and the outer b巴ltof the Tertiary System. The most part of the last be1t 
is callεd the Shimajiri Belt it this paper. The rocks of the central belt considered 
as “Archeozoic" Koto wer巴 provento include Permian limεstone in Okinaw旦
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Text-figure 12 Schematic cross section of the Ryukyu Islands; F， Fusaki Formation ; 
Ka， Kayo Formation; Ku， Kumage Formation; Mi， Miyara Formation; 
Mo， Motobu Formation ;N， Nago Formation; N-Y， Nosoko and 
Yaeyama Formations; S-K， Shimajiri ancl Kukinaga 
Formations; T， Tumuru Formation; Yo， 
Yonamine Formation. 
(Hanzawa， 1933). The basement rocks of the Shimajiri Belt at Tan巴gashimawere 
compared with the“Unc1assified Mesozoic rocks" of the Shimanto terrain of the 
J旦l?anIsland Arc (Hanzawa， 1935)旦ndlater with the Nakamura terrain of the 
Shimanto Belt (Kobayashi， 1941). The sedimentary sequences intrudεd into by 
granitic rocks at Yakushima were also compared with those of thεsame belt by 
Hashimoto (1956). The Koto's central belt of the older rocks is now divided into 
three belts， the inner “metamorphosed Paleozoic" (Ishigaki)， central Paleozoic 
Motobu， and outer Mesozoic Kunigami B巴ltas defined above. 
From this model， itis conc1uded that the sedimentary successions of the Rylト
kY¥l Islands can be divided into three major units separable by angular unconfor-
mities of regional continuity (Table 7). The upper unit is definecl by th巴 u日confor-
mity beneath the Ryukyu Group (uppermost Pliocene ancl Pleistocene). The midclle 
unit consists of the various facies of thεNとogeneformations ranging from basal 
Miocene up to the uppermost Pliocene and i tslower bounclary is definecl by the 
unconformity known on the surface at Tanegashima， Ishigakijma and Iriomote and 
subsurface at Okinawa and Kikaijima， and possibly Kumejima. The lower unit can 
be grossly called pre-Miocene basement complex， the subject of this study. The 
last unit contains only formations which sufferecl s色verefolding. The middle and 
upper units are only faultecl and tiltecl. Furthermore， itis also conc1udecl that the 
zonal structure of the basement complex controlled the facies pattern of both 
Eocene (neritic Miyara Formation versus bathyal Kumage Formation) and Neogene 
(paralic Yaeyama Group and Kukinaga Form旦tionversus bathyal Shimajiri Foト






Structural zonation of the pre-Miocene basement complex of the Ryukyus 
Name of Main lithologies Me匂morphic Ore deposits 
Age l叩 if.iron Intruded by Overlain by Distribution Belt (original) facies manganesel s~lfides 
shales， pyro- granophyre， l!NM(Eoiyscoaekrna oeF〕，Elt .• Northern Ishigaki 
-F』A耳司H H 目b司o 
c1as tics， lavas， glaucophane granite， and Iriomote ; 
cherts， saud-
(1豆起FM)z FRhG-(sMmy，Thuh七量ko("nmIyMaut 。Iti∞山yGna阻町roe田ume祖〕pa， e〕Ba ， Kume (s由 surf.)?; stones and schist facies andesite and Aguni (subsurf.)? 
others. basa1t (Kume) 
OMOTO LINE 
l13OF Tm恒G3MnrniD匂2g0r6a(bTぷth凹回aゐ)M2，S同h|士同胞R一七戸町-}G民丹vr国、me p 
Okinawa (eM.0ωIht0ぬebv1u吋a1O〉• limestone and Tonaki， le， lheya， 
2J+o Z 02 2-a 
chert in assoc. lzena， Yoron， 
with pyf<ト phyllite X Okinoerabu， Tokunoshima， 
c1astics and d山 or l白川rmation Amar凶 (western)，
Iserpentine southern part of b - sandstoneshale l(MU叫瑚〉帥…) Ishigaki 
HEDO FAULT 
shales and pyr← 
に呈E J 
c1astics wi th greenschist granite I Most1y gravelly Okinawa (main)， 
greenstones and X (Amami)， facies (“Kuniga-Keramas， Amami 
subordinate facies rhyo1itic porpyry mi Gravel") of (eastern) 
M E  
1imestone (Okinawa)， Ryukyu Group 
ZE B 三
sandstones and Only very 
andesites (1ate P1iocene-
shales with Is問 y
(Tokaras) Pleistocene) 
conglomerate recrystallized 
a、h-，J lentils in the original 
texture 
i a← 3
TENGAN F AUL T 
sandstones and granite Shimajiri and Okinawa (southern; 
shales with (Yakushima) 
aK問〈flnMUadtM1e saRBU-FyE町Mtluikaoh田yc∞Fu-、EぷG七r込 subsurfふKikaiconglomerate (s由 surfふTanega-
g h beds; rarely ne) shima， Yakushima 
basic lava flows I 
Table 6 
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uniformly over all the belts regardless of the zonal structure and yielded the first 
facies of typically postorogenic nature (Molasse) in the Ryukyu Island Arc. The 
onlyl possibly recognized contrast in the Plio・Pleistocenesedimentation is the 
aburldance of gravelly facies (“Kunigami Gravel" in part) and the paucity of the 
Plio<!ene Naha Limestone within the central Kunigami Be1t in Okinawa. This 
relationship， however， does not hold true in Amami-o-shima. The present shape 
of the islands may have been created during the last tectonism， which may also 
be the cause of the vast subsidence in the Ryukyu Basin and Ryukyu Trench. 
Before this change， the Ryukyu Islands were mountain ranges stretching between 
south Kyushu and Taiwan， bounding the ocean on the southeastern side. The 
mountain ranges were produced through the orogenic tectonism during late Cre-
taceous to latest (?) Oligocene as indicated by the postorogenic sediments of local 
nature of lower Eocene Miyara Formation and of basal Miocene Kukinaga-Yaeyama-
Shimajiri Formations. The only available information for tectonism prior to the 
late Cretaceous is strong intrageosync1inal volcanism recorded in the Nago For-
mation a!ld possible rapid upheaval or increase of instability of the inland during 
the deposition of the polymictic Attsu Conglomerate Lentil. Therefore， inorder 
to analyze the tectonic history of the Ryukyus， it is highly desirable to find 
neritic or paralic facies both syn-and post-orogenic of the Mesozoic， the counter-
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part of the geosynclinal facies of the Nago and Formations， possibly laid 
down on the metamorphosed Pale020ic (Ishigaki) Belt or乱10tobuBelt. Inasmuch 
as the geochemical dating of the m邑tamorphosed rocks from both Ishig旦ki and 
Motobu Belt Is under way， we may乳dd a li ttle more to our on the 
tectonic history of the islands in the near future. Finally， i t isspecially mentioned 
that the “belt旬。fthe active volcanoes-volc呂noeswi th the records of the Holocene 
eruptions-at th己 northernpart of the Ryukyu Islands apparentlly disect obliquely 
the general trend of th巴 zona1structure preserved in the pre-Miocene basement 
comp1ex。
CONCLUSIONS 
1. Late Mesozoic， probably early Crεt呂ceous，marine fossils characterized 
cora]s， and calcareous algae and some spores and of ter-
restrial plants have been found in the intraformational polymictic conglomerates 
within th巴 Flysch-typesεdim巴ntsnear AttS1リヲ northeast色rnOkinawa-jil11旦， so that 
pr引rious attempts to infer a cOTrelation between theεrates and the 
“Usuginu-type beds" of thεlat巴 PennianKuman S己riesare absolutely ruled out. 
2. Mainly b旦sedon the evidence in addition to th邑 lithological 
and structur旦 comparisonsof the conglomerate-be旦ringsequence， itis concluded 
that the major part of the basement of Okinawa is MesozoIC and early 
Tertiary， COl11p乱rablewith the so-called Undifferentiated Mesozoic of the 
Shimanto terrain in Southwest and its equivalents in Kanto Mountainland， 
northern Kitakami Massif， and southwest Hokkaido. 
3. The Hεdo thrust separating the Motobu Belt， composed of Paleozoic 
comp!ex including upper Permiarし frOl11th芭 Kunigami B色ltof Mesozoic rocks is 
cOl11pared with the Butsuzo Line in Southwest Japan， whereas the Tengan fau1t 
separating the Kunigami Belt in the north from the Shimajiri Belt in the south is 
most prob呂blycompared with the Nobeoka回ShibisanLine in southern Kyushu. 
4. The tectonic zonation established in Okinawa is traceable both northeast国
wards and southwestwards within the Ryukyu Islands in terms of lithofacies and 
metamorphic facies of the pre町Miocene b旦sement complex， distribution of the 
b巴ddedcupriferous iron sulphide and l11anganese ore deposi ts， and typ己sof the 
Tertiary sediments venεεthe basement complex. Thus， the Ryukyu Islands 
can be divided into two major subarcs， northeastern 旦nd southwestern， bordered 
by a topつgraphicdepr己ssionv、restof Okinawa四 jima，because of the difference in 
the nature of the bas色mentcomplex and the sharp change of the structure close 
to the d色pressionb己tweenthe Kum巴-KeramaIslands and Miyako. The outcropping 
basement rocks of the southwestern sub訂 care metamorphosed Paleozoic rocks 
referred to glaucophane schist facies which seems not to be exposεd in the northeas凶
tern subarc固Itis a1so conclud巴dthat the 20na1 structure of the Ryukyu Islands was 
completed before Miocenεbut the succeeding geohistory of the 
Pre-lYIiocel必 BasemetziComρlex of Oku唱awa，(md the l'ectonic selts of the Ryt，kyu Islands 597 
that of the Miocene and Pliocene Epochs， was l110r巴orless controlled by the zon211 
structure of the prト Miocen巴 basel11ent cOl11plex. However， certain Quatern21ry 
activities such as the Pleistocene r巴ef-building and Rec巴nt(Ho10ceロε)volcanisl11 
seem to be independent frOl11 the zona1 structure of the pre-Miocene cOl11plex. 
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Appendix: Alphabetical List of Place Names 
RYUKYU ISLANDS : Mats吋 a(松田〕
Miyako (宮古〉
Aka (阿嘉) Miyara (宮良)
Amaini (奄美) Miyanoura (宮之浦〕
Amami-o-shima (:奄美大島〉 Motobu (本部)
Attsu (有津〉 Mugio (麦生)
Attsubaru (:有津原〉
Arume (有銘〉 Nago (名護)
Nakijin (今帰仁〉
Bannosaki (パンノ岬〕 Naon (名音〕
Naze (名瀬〉
Funayuki (船行〕 Niimura (:新村〉
Ginama (宜名真〕 Ohdana (又はOtana)(大棚)
Ohgachi (:大勝〉
Haneji (羽地〉 Okinawa (沖縄)
Hedo (辺土) (又は辺戸) Okinoerabu (沖之永良部)
Hedomisaki (辺土岬) (又は辺戸岬〉 Osumi (大隅)
Otake (大岳〉
Ie (伊江〉
Iheya (伊平屋) Ryukyu (琉球)
Ize回(伊是名〕
Iriomote (西表) Sedake (瀬嵩〕
Ishigaki (:石垣) Sesoko (瀬底)
Isso (一湊) Shimajiri (島尻〕
Shiokawa (塩}II)
Kakeroma (加計呂麻) Shioya-wan( =Sha回wan)(塩屋湾)
Kasari (笠利)
Katabaru (潟原) Taira (平良〉
Kawata (JI田) Tanegashima (種子ケ島〕
Kayo (:嘉陽) Tengan (天願〉
Kazuno (:和野) Teruku (照久〕
Kerama (慶良間) Tokunoshima (徳之島)
Kikai (喜界) To回ki(渡名喜)
Kin (金武)
Kobama (小浜) Ukeshima (諸島〕
Kombu (昆布〉
Komidake (古見岳) Yaeyama (八重山〉
Kouri (古宇手1]) Yakabi (屋嘉比〕
Kuba (久場〉 Yaku (屋久〉
Kumage (熊毛) Yamada (山田)



































Postscript: Among the several important contributions which have clos邑 connection押itht1e 
present study and were publish巴dwhile this paper was in press， th巴 followingthree of> 
them afe sp色ciallymentioned herewith; they are， 
1. Ma計ts釦u山叩motぬ0，Tat匂su凶ro，Nodωa， Mits匂邑u叩0，and Mi勾yaぬh巾isa叫， Michi抗to凶shi，1ω96臼2，K互yl工凶;
Japan邑seめ)i仇符 “Regiona叫1Geology of Japan S色釘ri匂邑S♂ηヘ， As旦kuraBook Co・， 423p. 
2. Tamura， Minoru， 1963， On th邑 fossilof Li附 (Aces州知:n似soanaNagao from the守
Hitoyoshi Basin， Kyushu. Mem. Fac. Educ.， Kumamoto Univ・， v.ll， p.41-44， and， 
3. Matsumoto， Yukio， and Hashimoto， Isamu， 1963， Unconformity below the Mitate Forma-
tion in Kyushu Japanese with English abstract). Jour. GeoL Soc. Japan， v.6ヲ， n. 815， 
p.378-387. 
In the book by Matsumoto and others， Matsumoto (p. 259-60) refers to the recent discov-
ery of calcareous algae by Hashimoto from the Torinosu-typ邑 limestoneat southern Ono， 
Saheki City， which now marks the second record of this type of fossils in th巴 northern
Shimanto Belt of Kyushu， 
Tamura's papef describ巴sthe pelecypod from a bou!d邑rof river gravel near Hitoyoshi City 
(se己 p.593 of this paper)， and he co出 ludesthat， although the locality 18 located in the 
northern Shimanto Belt， Eocene strata巴videncedwith the pelecypod probably d邑velopin 
the northernmost part of the south白rnShimanto Belt nearby. Thus， the paleontologic evidence 
from the northern Shimanto Belt stil appears to b巴Iimitedto Lat日 Mesozoic，
The 1ast paper by Matsumoto and Hashimoto deals with the controversial stratigraphic 
position of Mitate Formation. The int日rpretationlately advocated by some authors who 
concluded the formation be late Permian 1S rejected in this paper， and it i8 assigned to 
Lower Tertiary based on the stratigraphic and tectonic characters. 
KASENO， Y. 
Plate 1. Geological map of Southern NotoPeninsula， Central ]apan. Compiled by Y. KASENO， 1961. 
Plate '1. Geologic sections in Southern Noto on the basis of Plate 1. 
Plate I1. Geologic structure of Southern Noto area. 
Plate IV・ Adiagram showing the stratigraphic relations， sedimentary facies and thickness of the 
Neogene strata in Southern Noto Peninsula， ]apan. 
Table 1. Stratigraphic correlation table of the Neogene strata in South巴rnNoto P邑ninsu1a， ]apan. 
Compiled by Y. KASENO， 1961. 
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Sci. Reρ. KanazawαUniv.， Vol. 8， No. 2 A DIAGRAM SHOWING THE STRATIGRAPHIC RELATIONS， SEDIMENTARY FACIES AND 
THICqzSS OF THE NEOGENES'哩坦AINSOUTHERN-mm 
PLATE IV Y. KASENO 
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じさ~ AXIS OF SYNCLINE 
瞳聾 PRE-NEOGENE BASEMENT 
Sci. Reρ. Kanαzαwa Univ.， Vol. 8~ No. 2 
Hanyu. Stage 
STRATIGRAPIIIC CORRELATION TABLE OF THE NEOGENE STRATA IN SOUTHERN 
NOTO PENINSULA， JAPAN. COMPILED BY Y. .KASENO， 1961. 
TABLE 1 Y. KASENO 
SekidOsan - HDdatsusan Area S~Jdyama Area Togi - Nanao Mass 
(sou.th) (north) Notoj ima Nanao Nakajima Sanmyo Takahama-Kanemaru 
1 1 
Sakiyama st. Nozaki s t. Kojima ss. 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I t j 
Hodatsu ????????????? ?? ???????
? ? ?
Shio …??Himi 
Hanyu Formation 1 11 I! LUil Hanyu Formation 
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BASEMENT gnelss granit巴 andgneiss granite and gneiss 
KONISHI， K.
Text-figure 2 Distribution of ，the Kayo Formation and bedded mangan巴se and cupriferous pyrite 
prospects in Okinawa 
Text-figu，re 11 Tectonic belts of the Ryukyu Island Arc 
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